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Abstract
Resorcinol/formaldehyde (RF) foam resin is an attractive material as a low-density target in high-power laser–plasma
experiments because of its fine network structure, transparency in the visible region, and low-Z element (hydrogen,
carbon, and oxygen) composition. In this study, we developed disk-shaped RF foam and deuterated RF foam targets
with 40–200 µm thickness and approximately 100 mg/cm3 density having a network structure from 100 nm to a few
micrometers cell size. By deuteration, the polymerization rate was drastically slowed down owing to kinetic isotope
effects. These targets were used in high-power laser experiments where a megaelectronvolt proton beam was successfully
generated.
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1. Introduction

In high-power laser–plasma experiments, low-density
porous materials with high specific surface areas are more
advantageous in producing a controlled low-density plasma
compared with their bulk counterparts because the near-
critical density region in the wavelength range of the high-
power laser is between the density of solid and liquid phases.
Some of the methods used to reach critical density include
using cluster targets[1] and pre-laser irradiation on solid
film[2]. However, it is difficult to control the density using
these methods. Moreover, a dedicated target equipment and
an additional laser are needed. In a recent laser–plasma
interaction study, Yogo et al. reported that the picosecond
relativistic-intensity (>1018 W cm−2) laser pulses focused
on a solid film target can generate nonlinear electron
acceleration and high-efficiency ion acceleration[3,4]. Their
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results indicate that picosecond relativistic-intensity laser
pulses focused onto the near-critical density targets lead to
a higher plasma heating efficiency. For example, efficient
ion acceleration and magnetic reconnection are demon-
strated using picosecond laser and low-density targets[5,6].
Resorcinol/formaldehyde (RF) aerogel is a notable laser
plasma target material owing to its fine network structure,
low density of 10–200 mg/cm3, transparency in the visible
region, and low-Z element (hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen)
composition[7,8]. Shell-shaped RF targets have been devel-
oped for inertial fusion experiments[9–17] and its cryogenic
targets[18,19]. Low-density materials have low mechanical
strengths. Therefore, a holder is needed to support these
materials during the shaping process[14,20,21]. Fabrication of
deuterated targets is also important for inertial fusion exper-
iments. However, controlling their shape and density has
proven to be difficult owing to their high reactivity at room
temperature[22–24]. Recently, low-density targets, in the form
of thin films and flat-surface targets, are being required for
laser acceleration experiments whereas deuterated targets are
useful for distinguishing the origin of the generated proton
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or deuteron ions. The chemistry of RF foam fabrication has
two kinds of electrophile substitution reactions to resorcinol,
which is a very reactive aromatic compound, as shown in
Figure 1[25,26]. The first reaction is the attack of formalde-
hyde, forming a methylol group (–CH2OH) at the aromatic
ring. The second reaction is the attack of the methylol group
to another aromatic ring, forming a polymer and crosslink-
ing. Based on this chemistry, the fabrication process has two
steps and each step is slightly different. In the first step, a
linear polymer is formed and a viscous polymer solution is
obtained from the two chemical reactions described previ-
ously. The second step is gelation based on crosslinking. In
general, molding should be done after the first step for the
viscous solution around 30 mPa s. Furthermore, the solution
exchange and extraction process may induce expansion or
shrinkage of the gel. Therefore, the target fabrication should

consider such volume changes. The purpose of this study is
to fabricate disk-shaped RF foam targets for laser–particle
acceleration experiments. To make disk-shaped and polymer-
ized targets at room temperature, a paper holder was filled
with deuterated resorcinol, formaldehyde, and heavy water
(D2O). After polymerization, the D2O was replaced with ace-
tone, and the target was dried using the supercritical drying
method. The fabricated target has a thickness of 100 µm and
a density of 30 mg/cm3. We found that the polymerization
rate and the viscosity during the polymerization process
were different compared with a normal RF (n-RF) foam.

2. Fabrication of RF foams

A normal RF (n-RF) foam was made from the normal
resorcinol (C6H6O2; n-R) and normal 37% (mass fraction)

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of (a) the chemical reaction and (b) procedures.
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Table 1. Information about samples and each time to reach 100 mPa s by polymerization.

Resorcinol Formaldehyde Water R/C Time to reach
100 mPa s (min)

n-RF 50 Normal Normal Normal 50 120
n-RF100 Normal Normal Normal 100 270
n-RF200 Normal Normal Normal 200 320
d-R/n-F50 Deuterated Normal Deuterated 50 140
n-R/d-F50 Normal Deuterated Deuterated 50 240
d-RF50 + H2O Deuterated Deuterated Normal 50 240
d-RF50 + D2O Deuterated Deuterated Deuterated 50 280

Figure 2. Change in viscosity during polymerization for each sample.

formalin (CH2O; n-F) at a ratio of n-R:n-F = 1:2. A 2.8%
(mass fraction) Na2CO3 aqueous solution was added as
a catalyst (C) or polymerization initiator at a ratio of n-
R:C = 200:1. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the
process. The starting materials were stirred at 70◦C in a vial
for polymerization until the viscosity became 30 mPa s. The
heating was stopped and a paper holder on a glass slide
was filled with the n-RF polymer solution to mold the RF
polymer. The paper holder had a 0.5 mm diameter hole. The
n-RF polymer solution was heated at 70◦C again until the
viscosity of the outer side solution of the holder became
100 mPa s. After heating, the solution was kept at room tem-
perature for 24 h to form a mechanically stable crosslinked
gel. Then, the pure H2O in the n-RF gel was replaced with
acetone. Next, the n-RF gel with a paper holder in acetone
was dried using the supercritical CO2 drying method at 60◦C
and 10 MPa. We also tried using a more stable holder such
as metal. To mold low-density materials during the shaping
process, a metallic mold is used to make disks, cylinders,
and washers[14,20,21]. However, although the metal holder was
stable and flat, it could not hold an n-RF foam because
the RF foam expanded and then shrunk during acetone
replacement. To the best of our understanding, a paper holder
(ADVANTEC filter paper) is the most stable material for

holding the n-RF foam because the network structure of the
n-RF foam becomes entangled with the paper holder.

The deuterated RF (d-RF) foam was made using the same
process as that of the n-RF foam described previously,
but using the deuterated resorcinol (C6D6O2; d-R), deuter-
ated 20% (mass fraction) formalin (CD2O; d-F), D2O, and
Na2CO3 from CDN Isotopes. The ratios of d-R:d-F and d-
R:C were 1:2 and 50:1, respectively. After the second heating
process, the gel was kept at room temperature for 7 days to
form a stable crosslinked gel. The same molding process that
was used for the n-RF foam was also used to shape the d-RF
foam.

For comparison, we also made the following pairs: n-R
and d-F with D2O, d-R and n-F with D2O, and d-R and
d-F with H2O as starting materials. Using these deuterated
materials, we were unable to make a polymer with more
than R/C = 50. However, the n-RF could be polymerized
with R/C = 200. Information about the samples is listed
in Table 1. For all samples, the viscosity was monitored
by a viscometer (Brookfield DV-II+Pro) during fabrication.
All samples were characterized using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) after fabrication.

3. Results and discussion

An RF solution with moderate viscosity needs to be obtained
first. Then, the kinetics of polymerization is important from
resorcinol and formaldehyde. Figure 2 compares the change
in viscosity during polymerization for the following samples:
n-RF at R/C = 200, 100, and 50; d-RF with D2O at R/C = 50;
d-RF with H2O at R/C = 50; d-R/n-F at R/C = 50; and
n-R/d-F at R/C = 50. In general, the mean viscosity [η] is
correlated to the mean molecular weight M via the Mark–
Houwunk empirical formula [η] = KMa, where a and K are
constants that depend on the polymer and solvent combina-
tion. The mean molecular weight or mean viscosity increases
significantly owing to the step-growth polymerization of the
RF foam. The initial viscosity is similar to that for water and
is therefore too low to measure using the same experimental
equipment. We observed that a higher R/C resulted in slower
polymerization in the n-RF foam. The amount of initiator
used is also important. Using too much initiator leads to
a decrease in the molecular weight and, consequently, the
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Figure 3. SEM images of (a) disk-shaped d-RF and (b) bulk d-RF fabricated at R/C = 50 and 300 min heating time, (c) n-RF fabricated at R/C = 200 and
300 min heating time, and (d) n-RF fabricated at R/C = 200 and 350 min heating time.

mechanical toughness of the foam decreases, making it
weak. On the other hand, the polymer is not formed if the
amount of initiator is not enough. In our results, the d-RF
was not polymerized when the R/C ratio was higher than 50.

The difference in polymerization rate is due to the kinetic
isotope effect (KIE)[27]. In general, the bonding related to the
chemical reaction is deuterated and the effects are enhanced
by primary KIE. From Table 1 and Figure 2, the poly-
merization rate decreased when the water was deuterated.
This result suggests that the condensation reaction occurs
between resorcinol and formaldehyde in the case of an RF
material. The rate of viscosity increment or polymerization
rate of d-RF with D2O was slowest, given the same R/C ratio.
Meanwhile, the polymerization rates were categorized into
two groups. The slow rates for n-R/d-F and d-R/d-F+H2O
are almost the same as that of d-R/d-F+D2O (completely
deuterated starting materials) given the same R/C ratio. On
the other hand, d-R/n-F and n-R/n-F had a similarly fast rate.
It means that the KIE was observed only for formaldehyde,
and not for resorcinol. These results are consistent with the
electrophilic substitution of the aromatic ring initiated by
the base catalyst because elimination of a hydrogen atom
happens before the attack of the formaldehyde or aromatic
methylene (Figure 1(a)), i.e., the resorcinol lost a hydrogen
atom at the reactive carbon (Figure 1(b)). As for the KIE
for electrophilic substitution of aromatic ring, acid catalysts
were also exhibited only for the attack of the electrophile[28],

which is consistent with the present results in spite of the
difference in the catalyst.

When we consider the second process, the RF solution
should be moved to the next molding process before forming
the network structure. Moreover, it is required that the
viscosity should not exceed 100 mPa s. Heating for a very
long time increases the molecular weight, making the RF
denser. Therefore, the slower reaction rate of d-RF makes
it easier to control the network structure and density. Aside
from listing the information about each sample, Table 1 also
lists the time it takes to reach 100 mPa s for each sample. Pre-
viously, Yamagishi et al. reported the relationship between
the molecular weight and the viscosity of polymerization
reaction of phenol and formaldehyde[29]. From this relation-
ship, the molecular weights at 100 mPa s are estimated to be
from 1000 to 10,000 g/mol.

The gelation process is also slow in the d-RF poly-
mer solution. Figure 3 shows the SEM images of
disk-shaped d-RF, bulk d-RF, and n-RF targets. The
d-RF has a fibric network structure, with pore sizes ranging
from 100 nm to a few micrometers. On the other hand,
the structure of the n-RF depends on the gelation rate.
For the case of slow gelation, a similar fibric network was
observed as seen in Figure 3(c), whereas the rapid gelation
had particle-like aggregations with a network structure
(Figure 3(d)). For the molding process, the rapid gelation
tends to exhibit some degree of shrinkage during gelation,
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Figure 4. Photograph of the disk-shaped d-RF foam targets inside the
holders.

which is not preferable for controlling the target shape. The
particle-like aggregation is related to the shrinkage. For the
d-RF polymer, gelation was also too slow so as not to form
such particle-like structures. The SEM image of the bulk
d-RF foam in Figure 3(b) shows that the network structure
and pore size of the disk-shaped RF foam (Figure 3(a)) are
similar with that of the bulk (Figure 3(b)). This indicates
that there is no significant difference in the density of the
bulk and disk-shaped RF foams.

Figure 4 shows a photograph of the disk-shaped d-RF
foam targets inside the holders. The thickness of the target
corresponds to the thickness of the paper holder, which was
controlled such that it is thicker than 40 µm. A network
structure with pore sizes ranging from 100 nm to a few
micrometers was clearly observed in the SEM image. From
the volume and the weight of the bulk d-RF foam, the
density was estimated to be 30 mg/cm3. These foam targets
were used in experiments for generating megaelectronvolt
ion beams using a picosecond sub-kilojoule laser at Osaka
University[5,6]. In these experiments, the foam target was
used to enhance the conversion efficiency of ultra-intense
laser energy into plasma leading to ion acceleration. The
plasma density was controlled to be near the critical density
by adjusting the laser pre-pulse intensity. As a result, the
maximum energy of protons was enhanced up to 23 MeV
when the intensity of the laser was 6×1018 W/cm2. This
enhancement is higher compared with the case when solid-
density targets are used.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, a disk-shaped deuterated RF foam has been
fabricated in this work. The thickness of the samples was
controllable according to the thickness of the paper holder.
The polymerization rate of the deuterated RF foam was
drastically slowed down by KIEs compared with the normal
RF foam. The fine network structures in d-RF are easier
to control because the cell size of the network structure is
related to the polymerization rate. These foam targets are

expected to contribute to the advancement of laser–particle
acceleration and high-energy-density physics.
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